**Challenge:** Create as much draw distance as possible and practice controlled draw to various distances.

This drill will give you practice with your draw shot technique, and challenge you to create your personal best draw.

Be sure to mark each final CB position in the diagram above with an “X” along the appropriate ball path (for draw off 0, 1, 2, or 3 rails).

**Remember:**

1. Aim the tip low on the CB (with the tip close to the CB) with the cue as level as possible.
2. Keep your grip relaxed during the entire stroke.
3. Have a smooth transition or a slight pause at the end of the backstroke.
4. Use a longer backstroke if necessary to create more acceleration.
5. Accelerate smoothly through the entire stroke and into a complete follow through.
6. Keep your elbow still during the stroke into the CB.
7. Keep your head and body as still as possible during and after the shot.
8. Keep the cue in the finish position after the hit, without pulling back.